WHAT BRINGS THE PRESENCE OF GOD?
Virginia Beach, Virginia, USA
THE GREAT GOD I AM SAYS THIS:
You went to this church that is very popular in Virginia Beach. You went there hoping
for a true meeting with Me. You went hoping to feel Me in the church way there, but
after so many songs, you gave up hope, and you just waited for the service to be over.
Your spirit heard Me ask you continually if you were feeling the Spirit of God in a
tangible form.
But with each sitting, there was nothing to drink.
Where is My presence? Where is My Spirit? Where is the power of the One True God?
Where is the glory level of worship? Where is a great surging of power that can heal the
sick and raise the dead? Where is it? What you saw this day is what the world sees in a
church gathering. It’s just a gathering—a place where people jump up and down,
lacking a true power within. There is a true form of godliness.
What has to take place in the churches for a true power surging in Me? What has to be
in each detail to have a true power released into a meeting? You learned from the
church visits that welcoming the Great Holy Spirit is critical—not when the service has
started, but from the very beginning, before taking up a conversation with the crowd
gathered.
God must be welcomed first before welcoming anyone else. That is honor to the Great
King. Never welcome subjects that serve the King before welcoming the King. Servant,
how can there be an anointing when the leader in charge is not given an office? Can
charisma be that deep and conceal the truth? Eloquent speakers take the stage in
ministry dealings, yet there is no power.
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What about those with callings to be major leaders, yet there is no plan of release
given? Who is tricking the people to sit in church buildings and feed on the leftovers
from the old glory days? When will starvation ways overtake the people? When will they
see that there is no new wine?
When the founder is dead, their eyesight will have a clear vision of how a relationship
has placed a man in leadership ways yet not the right person. How can so many people
prophesy that that male leader should follow that pastor’s way?
Now, most will not hear Me word-for-word just as you do. Recall that prophetic
activation detail that was attended by many in a different church building? They opened
up the floor for any to attend a weekend course on learning to speak what God is
saying. They would say a prayer of activation over the congregation. At that moment,
the people would feel a confidence that they can now speak with full authority and that
anything they would hear or see would be straight from the God I AM.
Most of the people do not actually have a relationship with Me. Some of them barely
commune with Me during the week. Some of them are heavy into witchcraft. Some of
them are actually into forms of New Age. Some of them are under a curse. Some of
them are suicidal. Some of them want to prove the prophets are fake. And with such a
gathering of people, a proclaimed servant would say a blanket prayer and release a
spirit over the whole group to give access to hearing and seeing without proper
protocols in place for meeting with Me.
What have I told you? Always come before Me with clean hands and a pure heart. But
the people come, filthy, greedy for power, irreverent of Me. They come dirty, filled with
deep pride, thinking that I care about their church position. All that I focus on is the
condition of your soul, heart, and your love for Me. This is My focus.
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Look—the people sing, dance; raise their hands. Look—the people come and jump up
and down. Look—the people say church words. Look—the people have their rituals.
Look—they worship themselves.
Look at their smugness in making it seem as if you were sinning when you were not
singing. I was telling you not to so you could tell a smug hypocrite in the building—how
they would judge a person’s worship based on how they were dealing with natural
emotions. Baal had prophets who would show love with acts; how have My people bent
into doing works to gain attention. There is no power, for the people have turned to
work-based worship.
There must be worship in spirit and in truth. There must be a true yielding within,
where the Church brings its full way and repent. There must be a true yielding within
men and women for Yahweh’s power through order, where they get rid of these church
rituals that have gone out as doctrines of the Christian moving.
I am not pleased. There must be someone who will take up their cross and follow after
Me. There must be someone who will live by the Kingdom, not church traditions. There
must be someone who will go out into the world and demonstrate the Kingdom with
power. There must be someone who will stop placing a pedestal under natural leaders.
I will show them this person who will walk out into the world with boldness, with
spiritual authority in the Great Way. Where is that servant? Here, in this land. Here is
My servant. After thirty years of training, I have released you. Go. Go. Go.
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